
STEP UP 3 RED HOOK DANCE

Step Up 3D () cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and more. Jaime Burgos III Mohawk
(as . House of Red Hook (as Amen Ra "Bam Bam" Valentine) World Jam Dancer (as George 'Gee' Alexander).

While there, Luke meets Natalie, another dancer. I like that. But for the most part this music needs to get off
my lawn. Natalie and Luke also share a passionate kiss atop a building. The group win, but this interferes with
Moose's relationship with Camille. That could be a real funny scene. Dancers blow chalk dust at us, splash
water across a flooded dance floor, pour Icees onto giant fans, throw light-up darts. Returning-from-part-2
director Jon M. The Pirates lose their house and head their separate ways. Moose finds Camille, dressed as
Ashley Olsen, sleeping at Moose's dorm and he apologizes and Camille is too upset to forgive him. She ends
up training with Luke at The Vault which she assumes will take place in one of those cool rooms. Meanwhile,
Luke finds out that their home has been put up for auction and he and his dancers have no place to stay. Luke
and Moose attend the Masquarade ball where they meet and dance with Natalie, but when Julian arrives and
tells Luke the truth, he is enraged and tries to avoid Natalie. Of course there are tons of dance rehearsal
montages, but also several full-fledged numbers. I kept thinking Michael probly would have loved this. He
was the geeky sidekick last time and now is a bigger character. Apparently when they made this poster they
thought it was gonna have the same leads as part 2 wearing the same outfits and going to Paris Sometimes
they have the type of saccharine business you expect, but then put a joke after it. Luke receives a text invite
from Natalie and persuades Moose to come along. Chu steps up all puns are coincidental the energy and
inventiveness like he did before, but this time about tenfold. The group sucsessfully get the house back and
Moose even applies to major in both dance and engineering. Instead they go on the roof and do a bunch of
parkour! Note: Julian was kicked out of the Pirates for throwing a battle. He is also Natalie's brother. The
Streets is for babies. They got another friend who feels abandoned because her friend is spending all his time
dancing behind her back coulda done without that subplot. They got a little remixed Busta Rhymes in there
and stuff. The judge has an eyepatch and bangs an evil wizard type staff against the ground and of course
points it at us. After Julian publicly announced that he will take the Luke's house, Luke asked Natalie and
Moose to join his group, the Pirates. It is then revealed that Luke is a film editor and is working on a film
about dancing - however, only Natalie knows of this and his secret skill. As you know, I prefer the
unfashionable approach to 3D where you, like, take advantage of it being in 3D. The film sets the return of
Adam G. What kind of stupid moves did he have to do to purposely lose? Hence Luke ends up working in a
diner to earn money. I would like to see that in flashback. It is then revealed that Natalie is responsible
indirectly and that Julian is her brother.


